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Some of you may remember that top-of-the-chart song from the sixties (1966 to be exact!) echoed in the 
sermon title this morning, "Born Free."  It was the theme song from the movie of the same name, sung by Andy 
Williams, which I am not going to sing for you at this time.  Now, "Born Free” may make a wonderful title for a song 
or a movie, but the reality is that few living things are actually born free … at least, not for long.  Most living things 
are born DEPENDENT.  Learning how to be free, learning how to live freely, learning how to possess freedom, 
learning how to stay free … that does not come automatically.  It is a skill; it is a learned behavior.   

Most of you know I grew up in Philadelphia Eagles country, and have been an avid Eagles fan most of my life.  
I even went on to play football in junior high, high school and college.  However, I was not born knowing how to play 
football.  When I first went out for the team in eighth grade, I had good size, a reasonable amount of athletic ability, 
had enjoyed watching football games on TV, and had even played some backyard football in my neighborhood, but 
I knew little about the actual rules and skills required to play … and I came home from practice day after day with 
the bruises, aches and pains that proved it.  I was at a tremendous disadvantage playing with peers who had much 
more experience and knowledge; some had even played together in local pee-wee football leagues. I was 
eventually cut from the team that year (that was back in the old days when kids were cut from teams and didn’t get trophies for 
“participation”).  One memory in particular stands out:  It was about a week before I was cut from the team, and the 
coaches had us practicing kickoff returns … on this particular occasion I went blithely running down the field toward 
the one who received the ball without looking right or left, and out of the blue I was hit with a devastating body block 
by Ray … Ray Piersol was a short, stocky, but powerfully built son of a bricklayer (I did not see him until the very last split-
millisecond), and he dealt me a blow that actually sent me flying off my feet through the air.  I landed flat on my back 
with the wind knocked out of me; nearly five decades later I can still clearly remember the sardonic laughter of one 
of the more sadistic coaches as I lay there struggling to breathe.   

To make a long story short, let’s jump ahead two years … during that two year time, I watched football, I read 
about football, I asked questions about football, I kept trying to improve in football and also went through something 
of a growth spurt.  During the second week of practice my tenth grade year, we were practicing kickoffs.  Out of the 
corner of my now-instinctive and trained eye, I saw Ray Piersol heading my way again.  I kept running with my eyes 
straight ahead, then at that very last split second I wheeled about and, with every ounce of strength I could muster, 
I met him with a devastating (but clean!) hit of my own … and this time, he was the one who went flying!  I can’t 
even begin to tell you how sweet and even exhilarating that sense of satisfaction felt.  But to enjoy that satisfaction 
(not to mention many subsequent satisfactions in the years of football to come), to truly enjoy football and the accompanying 
“freedom” of being an effective and (somewhat) talented player, I had to learn and practice the rules, the skills, the 
instincts and grow “into” football accordingly.  One can only go on to excel when one learns and assimilates and 
follows the rules and the basic skills of the game!  The freedom of the athlete is a learned behavior. 

In like manner, nobody is “born” Christian.  Nobody is “born” instinctively knowing and practicing all the rules 
and practices and disciplines and morals needed to live and to stay free and to excel in life.  Nobody is born 
knowing how to live the blessed life.  It is a learned behavior … but I’m getting ahead of myself a bit. 

Two years after “Born Free” was released, in 1968, another song hit the top of the charts … Steppenwolf’s 
1968 hit, “Born to Be Wild,” which also served as the theme song in the movie “Easy Rider.”  “Like a true nature's child, 
We were born, born to be WILD. We can climb so high, Never wanna die”.  Yes, Steppenwolf, we like to be free, even a bit wild, 
but the trouble is, you stay wild, and you WILL die … and probably a lot sooner rather than later … whether you 
“never wanna die” or not.  Living wild is a sure way to self destruct.  No, we are not born free; we are born 
dependent.  We need nurture, we need feeding, we need care, we need protection, we need training, we need to 
be raised to be, and stay, free.   

I subscribe to a mildly quirky, eccentric but interesting magazine called Chronicles put out by the Rockford 
Institute and have done so for nearly thirty years.  It doesn’t have a huge readership (personally, I only know one other 
person who reads it!), so they have an annual appeal for funds. In one fund raising letter, Chronicles senior editor 
Thomas Fleming wrote:  “We have to recover the purpose of education, which is the conversion of our wild offspring into moral, 
civilized, and disciplined human beings, who will be responsible parents, honest workers, good neighbors, and solid citizens, people who will 
not wish to die stupid.”  He continues, “… We [here at Chronicles] are also happy in the knowledge that we are not going to die stupid, 
that by pursuing the true, the beautiful, and the good, we can enjoy all that is best in human life.”   



I like that.  I also believe that is particularly true of the purpose of Christian education.  One main purpose of 
our Christian Education program is to come alongside parents who are doing what they can to train up offspring in 
the way they should go, offspring born (as all of us were) with a proclivity for wildness.  We want to help parents help 
their children develop into moral, civilized, disciplined, faith-full human beings who will themselves become 
responsible parents, honest workers, good neighbors, solid citizens, faithful and trustworthy people of integrity.  We 
want our children to grow and mature so they can, to quote the Westminster Catechism, “glorify God and enjoy Him 
forever,” thereby enjoying all that is best in life, here and hereafter.  In a word, we want our children to be BLESSED.   

As we read earlier in Psalm 1:  "Blessed is the man who delights in the Law of the Lord, who meditates on it day and night."  
The Psalmist is not speaking of some far off heavenly reward of blessedness; he’s speaking of down-to-earth 
happiness, here and now.  Where is this blessedness, this happiness, found?  Well, first he tells us where it is not 
found.  "Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of (or, follow the advice of) the wicked, or stand in the way of sinners, or sit in 
the seat of mockers."  Blessedness is not found in following the advice of, or keeping company with, those who do not 
consider God (the word translated “wicked” is perhaps more accurately translated from the Hebrew as “ungodly,” as the King James 
Version renders it;  i.e., those who do not consider God).  Don't follow the advice of the mockers and the sinners and all those 
who don't consider God, don't walk alongside them in their attitudes and actions, don't take your stands with them, 
don’t intentionally “sit” and hang out with them, don't join in with their cynical, catty, critical, mocking conversation, 
conversation that more often than not scoffs at good people and the things of God.  When we spend time being 
around such people, people who don't care for God's standards, people for whom immediate pleasure defines 
happiness, people whose conversation always and inevitably consists of mocking, ridiculing and tearing down of 
others … we ALWAYS pick up some of those same attitudes.  By contrast, when we keep company with those who 
are oriented toward God, who are oriented toward good things, godly things, godly behaviors, well, we pick up 
some of those same attitudes as well!  There is great value in just having good, godly people together, encouraging 
each other in good conversation, wholesome fun, constructive activity, learning about God and His ways.   

So much of Christian living is caught, not taught.  That's why we want people of good character, people like 
the Sunday School teachers and other Christian Education volunteers who stood before you this morning, engaged 
in ministry with our children.  Lesson plans and programs and so on are often quickly forgotten no matter how hard 
they are worked on and no matter how well they may be presented.  However, the positive and nurturing and 
enduring influence of the character and attitudes of good people can have such an impact, an impact that can last a 
lifetime and even longer, even onto generations.  That's one reason why it's so important to have people of quality 
character, blessed people, engaged in ministry. 

Who are the really blessed people?  The ones whose "… delight is in the law of the LORD, and on His law they meditate 
day and night."  That’s the key to a blessed life.  It’s not just studying the Bible 24/7, although Bible reading/study is 
certainly included, but the blessed person meditates on the way of God in all things (not just “religious” things), all the 
time.  He/she is one who just sees the hand of God at work everywhere, and seeks to live his/her life in accord with 
how it is in the divine order.  That kind of person, says the psalmist, is like a tree planted by the stream.  He/she is 
productive, rooted, steady, a delight to themselves and to others.  They are planted by the stream of God's loving 
wisdom, bearing fruit in season.  You know these kinds of people.  You've met them … people who are steady, 
grounded, dependable, people who produce good and refreshing and nourishing fruit (not sour lemons), people 
who are fully and freely alive … for the way of the blessed person is a life of deep joy and freedom. 

One closing thought:  As every loving parent knows, a primary goal of parenting is to train up a child until he or 
she can leave home as a free young adult, one who is capable to assume adult responsibilities that are part and 
parcel of being free.  That takes time and effort, because as mentioned freedom is a learned skill, a skill learned 
over years of training and discipline, and trial and error, and accident and healing, all bathed with unconditional 
love.  The purpose of all that loving and all that training by loving parents is not so that the child will think, "Hey, this 
home is the greatest place in the world and I'm never leaving."  That is not what most parents are hoping for.  No, the goal is 
that the child could in fact leave the home as a person who would know how to possess his/her freedom.   

In like manner, the reason Jesus has nurtured us with His love is not so we would be good church people who 
stay huddled up here in the sanctuary hiding from the world out there.  He wants us to know how to live in the world 
without being of it, so that we can be free.  He wants to free us to be who we were created to be … free us from our 
destructive habits, free us from our burdens, free us from all that which is keeping us from being who we were 
uniquely created to be.  Free to live life fully and abundantly.  Free to make a real and significant difference in the 
lives of those around you.  Free to be a blessing to those you love and to those who are depending on you in life.  
Free to be who God created you to be from the beginning.  Free to make a real, significant and lasting difference in 
the world about us.  Free to live life fully and abundantly.  Jesus said, you shall know the Truth, and the Truth will 
make … and keep … you free.  

But nobody is born free.  It is a learned behavior. 


